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2 Claims. 
invention relates to improved apparatus 

and processes ‘for the examination and evaluation 
of processes of electrodeposition, and is more 
particularly directed toapparatus and processes. 
involving the use ofa cathode so located: in an 
electrolyte that a given area on the cathode re 
ceives current through a cross-sectional area of 
electrolyte of different magnitude than does an- , 
other, equal area-on the cathode, whereby the 
characteristics of a plating process at a number 
of current densities are quickly determined. 
The character of an electrodeposit obtained 

with, particular electrodes and a particular solu 
tion varies widely with variations in the current 
density employed. vA given plating bath may 
produce an excellent deposit at one current den 
sity,- whilethe same bath, under the same condi 
tions, but at a di?erent current density may pro 
duce an extremely poor deposit. The effects of 
varying current densities will be described more 
fully hereinafter. > , ; , 

‘ Those working in theprior art have realized, 
to some extent, the greatln?uen'ce of current " 
density, upon the character 01' an electrodeposit, 
anditihas been the practice to plate specimens at 
?rst one and then another current density. To " 

I. _ determine the effect at a given current density, it 

40 

is ordinarily the practice to use a small rectangu 
lar boxrwhich has means for holding a ?at anode 
and a flat cathode in a parallel relation a de?nite 
distance apart. , A series of such cathodes are 
plated at various current densities, and, by com 
paring "the cathodes, some idea can be gained as 
to thecharacteristics of the plating solution. 
In ,order to obtain ‘an idea‘as to how a plating 

solution will act on theirregularly shaped articles 
frequentlyplated, it has been the practice to use 
U-‘shaped, L-shaped, curved, or recessed cathodes 
to simulate, to some extent, the conditions en-‘ 

. countered in commercial plating. Such cathodes 
are electroplated with slightly varying current 
densities at more or less recessed parts,- but so 
many variables are encountered that one cannot 
interpret the effects attributable to a particular 
currentdensity. ‘It has usually been preferred, 
therefore, to use parallel ?at cathodes when 

' de?nite current density limitsswere to be deter 
mined. 

,' In‘ evaluating and comparing baths, and in 
evaluating addition agents, brightening agents, 
etc., the prior art methods have been entirely in 

" adequate and the results ‘misleading. 
. In determining the bright range‘of a bath, for - 

55 
instance, those in the art have had to use the 
above crude methods. The determination of the 

(Cl. 204-1) 
bright range of a solution has, therefore, involved 
a large number of hit or miss guesses; the tester 
trying ?rst one and then another current density 
until he feels that he has found the approximate 
bright range. .The exact determination of the 

, bright range of a solution was extremely tedious 
and diflicult, if not impossible. 
The determination of the bright range was 

further complicated by the large number of var 
iables. Relatively small changes in temperature, 
for instance, cause a shifting of the bright cur 

. rent density range. Moreover, the use-of the bath 
changes its character. 
other variables, a worker had no assurance that 
the bright range would remain in the same cur 
rent density range while he made the numerous 
tests required to locate it. - 

After a bath has, been in use, the bright range 
shifts, and the whole tedious procedure of locat 
ing it by hit or miss‘must be repeated, again with 
the danger of not ?nding it. Platers frequently 
return solutions to the maker with the complaint 
that the solutionsv are exhausted, or faulty, 
whereas the plater has simply failed to find the 

'~ bright range. 

In studying new solutions, new addition agents, 

10 

By reason of these and , 
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new brighteners, and the like, the prior art meth- " 
‘7 ods have been particularly disadvantageous. A 
bath may have one very narrow bright range 
which entirely escapes notice. Again, the bath 
may have a number of bright ranges, and an 
experimenter ?nding only the poorest will con~ 
sider the bath of no commercial value. With 
such a bath, moreover, there isv a great probability 
that all of the tests willbe made at current den 
sities outside of the bright ranges, and the experi 
menter will feel that he has thoroughly examined 
the bath and that it has no bright range. Again, 
the bright range may be in a surprisingly high 
or low current density range, and an experi 
menter may entirely miss it. 
For these reasons, an experimenter may re 

port an addition agent, a brightener, or a bath 
of no commercial interest, and a valuable contri 
bution to the art will be lost. This is especially 
true as later experimenters, relying on the work 
already reported, are dissuaded from further 

I 4 study of the addition agent, brightener, or bath. 
It is an object of my invention to provide 

means and methods for overcoming the di?icul 
ties experienced by the art. It is a further ob 
ject of-my invention to provide means and meth 
ods whereby the characteristics of a plating bath 
at an in?nite number of current densities can be 
quickly and easily determined. A further object 
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of my invention is to provide means and methods 
for examining plating solutions to determine the 
presence or absence of bright ranges, and, if any 
are present, their extent and number. A still 
further object of my invention is to provide means 
and methods for rapidly and accurately studying 
plating solutions to determine their value, to. 
determine the optimum concentration of con 
stituents such as addition agents, metal salts; etc., 
and to determine the optimum operating condi 
tions. A still further object of my invention is to 
provide means and methods for comparing solu 
tions with regard to throwing power. Other ob 
jects will appear hereinafter. 
My objects are accomplished, brie?y, by the 

use of a cathode so located in an electrolyte that 
a given area on the cathode receives current thru 
a cross-sectional area of electrolyte of different 

‘ magnitude than does another, equal area on the 
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cathode. Or, expressing the invention rather 
speci?cally and with more particular reference to 
the preferred forms of apparatus, I employ» a 
cathode so located in a con?ned electrolyte that 
it falls substantially in one con?ning plane, and 
makes an angle of less than ninety degrees with at 
least one adjacent con?ning plane. The most ac 
curate and most valuable results are obtained 
when the anode is located outside of the volume 
of electrolyte which is included between the oath 
ode and the plane which is located at an acute 
angle. - ' 

By following the teachings of my invention, 
one quickly obtains a record of the effects of a 
particular bath at an in?nite number of current 
densities. Such an accurate and continuous rec 
ord could not be obtained by prior art methods 
by any expenditure of time and e?ort. 
The means and processes of my invention are 

an extremely simple answer to a complex ques 
tion, but an answer that has escapedthe grasp 
of the art, and without which the research on 
electroplating has been reduced vto an endless rep 
etition of routine hit or miss guesses, which missed 
more than they hit. By the use of the processes 
and ' apparatus herein described, the research 
worker can strike out incisively towards the evalu 
ation of a type of baths or group of addition 
agents, and feel sure that his results are conclu 
sive. The practical plater, moreover, can quickly 
evaluate his bath and make such changes in con 
stitution or operating conditions as are required. 
In order more fully to understand myv inven 

.tion, reference should be had to the accompany 
ing drawings wherein: 

Figure 1 illustrates, in perspective, a typical cell 
for the practice of my invention, 
Figure 2 illustrates a modified form of cell, 
Figure 3 shows a further modi?ed form of_ cell, 
Figure 4 illustrates a still further modi?ed test 

cell, I 

Figure 5 shows a modi?ed form of cathode, and 
Figures 6 to 11, inclusive, show cathodes cad 

mium plated according to the processes of my 
invention. 
Considering the drawings in more detail, it is 

noted that, in Figures 1, 2, 3, and 4, the anodes 
are designated by a plus sign, and the cathodes 
by a minus sign, in the usual way. In Figure 1 
a hard-rubber cell I is provided with grooves 2, 3, . 
and 4 in its side walls. An anode 5 slides into 
grooves 2 and 3, and closely fits the bottom of the 
cell. A rectangular cathode 6 slides into the cell 
with one edge in groove 4 and with the opposite 
edge in the corner of the box. The cathode like 
wise ?ts the box closely. Clip 1 and lead 8 make 

2,149,344 
electrical connection with the anode 5, and clip 9 
and lead l0 serve the same function for the cath 
ode 6. 
In use, the cell I is ?lled with electrolyte to a 

de?nite depth and the anode and cathode are put 
in place. An electric current is then passed thru 
the electrolyte, anode, and cathode in the usual 
way. After a predetermined length of time, the 
plating is discontinued and the cathode removed. 
A cathode so plated has a deposit of regularly 

decreasing thickness from the end which ?ts in 
the slot to the end which is held in the corner of 
the cell. i The current and time used should be so 
selected that the deposit at the end of the cathode 
which ?ts in the slot is burned and damaged by 
excessive current density,’ and so that the oppo 
site end of the plate has a very slight deposit. In 
this way one is assured that the cathode records 
every current density at which a deposit of value 
might be obtained. The nature and interpreta 
tion of the record obtained on the cathode will be 
considered in greater detail hereinafter in con 
nection with typical plated cathodes. 

It is believed that the major factor in the pro 
duction of a record of the effects of numerous cur 
rent densities is the location of a cathode in an 
electrolyte in such a manner that a given area on 
the cathode receives current thru a cross-section 
al area of electrolyte of a different magnitude 
than does another equal area on the cathode. 
Considering, for instance, the process of the de 
vice of Figure 1, it is seen that a narrow, vertical 
strip of the cathodeB receives current through an 
electrolyte-conductor which has a cross-sectional 
area equivalent to the area of electrolyte which 
would be cut by a plane parallel to the-anode 5 
and passing thru the vertical strip. A contiguous 
strip of cathode area nearer the near corner of 
the cell receives current thru an electrolyte-con 
ductor which has a cross-sectional area equivalent 
to the smaller area of electrolyte which would be 
cut by a plane parallel to the anode 5 and passing 
thru the vertical strip. Since the strip nearer slot 
4 receives a greater proportion of the electrical 
current by reason of the greater cross-sectional 
area of the electrolyte-conductor which supplies 
it with current, and since the cathode areas are 
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assumed to be equal, it is at once apparent that - 
the vertical strip nearer slot 4 is subject to elec 
trodeposition at a higher current density than 
the assumed contiguous cathode area. 

It is clear, then, that an in?nite number of 
vertical strips of cathode area, each of in?nitesii 
mal width, are simultaneously plated at a like in~ 
?nite number of current densities. It is also 
clear that in the device of Figure 1 the cross 
sectional areas of the electrolyte supplying cur 
rent to the strips decrease in a regular manner 
towards the near corner of the cell. 

plated at an in?nite number of current densities 
which are highest at the end of the plate nearest 
slot 4, and which decrease in a regular manner 
until a lowest current density is reached at the 
end of the plate in the near corner of the cell. 
Considering the device of Figure 1, the variation 

of the cross-sectional area of electrolyte may be 
better visualized by considering the- variation of 
distances between the cathode and the near wall. 
As the electrolyte is of uniform depth, the cross 
sectional areas of electrolyte, above referred to, 
are functions of the distances between the cathode 
and the front wall of the cell. That is, the cur 
rent’ received by a vertical strip of cathode area 
is a function of the length of a line intersecting 

It therefore ' 
follows, and such is the fact, that the cathode is " 
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the area and normalto the nearwall; which is 
to say, parallel“ to the‘ anode. It is at once ap 

, parent that such ‘normals decrease in length as 
the cathode areas are assumed nearer the near 
corner: of’ the cell, and it is again clear that the 
current densitiesv on vertical strips. of cathode 

> areaj decrease in a regular manner from the end 

» 10 _ 

'i‘of'current densities obtained, the cathode should, 

'15 

of the‘cathode 
cathode. ' a I. . s , 

If it is desired to increase or decrease the range 

‘at slot 4 'to'the near end‘of i the 

be arranged so that it makes a smaller ‘or larger 
angle with the ‘front wall of the cell. To make 
the angle larger, for instance, the cell is provided 7 
with a slot II which may hold a smaller cathode. 
>When acathode is' held between slot H and the 

,, corner of the cell, the current density variation 
less from one endof the cathode to theother 

than it is with a cathode, positioned. as in, Figure 1. 
A‘ cathode held by slot ll, then, records a narrow ,. 
range of current densities, but therecord shows 

I the range “in what amountsto-a vmagni?ed mane 

H, *of decrease of current densities. 

nerd) ., I M 

,There are a number of minor factors which 
cause slight variations from. the theoretical order 
‘ The cathode 

, edge nearest slot 4 may receive current from a 
great manydirections and, in accordance with 

35, 
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vcurrent densities appeared 

I the well known eifect at points and edges, it re 
ceives an abnormally large amount of current. 

' Another factor which one might expect to cause 
some variation in the theoretical order‘ of de 
crease of current densities is the variation in dis 
tances between the anode and cathode. 'Numer-' 
‘ous experiments have led me to the conclusion, 
however, that the ‘relation of anode to cathode 
is. of little importance, so long, of course, as the 

trolyte which serves as a conductor of varying 
cross-sectional area. I , ‘ 

I Thinking that the angular relation of anode 
and cathode might be a, major factor, I tried using 

anode‘ does not extend into the portion of elecr 

an anode in the location of cathode '6 with a cath- . 
ode in the location of anode 5. The cathodere 
ceived a deposit of .uniform thickness, and the 

to be substantially 
‘. equal along the cathode‘ length insteadof varying 
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: This was true, also, when 
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as in the device of Figure 1-. 
The deviceof Flgure'l was also tried with the 

anode 5, in various angular relations to the cath 
ode; The anode was rotated to several positions 
about its central, vertical axis. 

posit ‘resulted from the variation of thevangular 
relation. Even when the anode was parallel to 
.the cathode, the results were the same as those 
obtained with the angular relation of Figure 1. 
It may be that the current distribution is a?’ected 

' by the effective anodearea presented, but even 
when the anode was normal to the cathode, no 
greatly di?erent cathode deposit was obtained. 

the anode was vposi 
tioned against the near wall of the cell of Figure 1 
at a right angle to the cathode. 
While the anode may be located in substantially 

any position with respect to the cathode, it is ap 
parent that the anode must not extend into the f 
volume of electrolyte which serves as a conductor 
oi’ varying cross-sectional area if the best results 
are to be obtained. Ingother words, it is prefer- . 

., able that the anode be 'solocated in a device such 
as the one of Figure 1,,that it does not fall within 

'1 the con?nes of a ?gure de?ned bythe cathode, 

75 
thenear'side, /and a line parallel to the anode 
and intersecting the end of the cathode at slot 4. 

No perceptible I rather than horizontally. 
difference in the character of the cathode de- l 

.1 plate edges. 

3 
It is readily apparent that if the anode extends 
into the volume of electrolyte which serves as con 
ductor of varying cross-section, the electric cur 
rent will not be carried by conductors of the same 
cross-sectional areas as in the cells above de 
scribed, and the current densities on the cathode 
will vary in a different manner over at least a 
part of its surface. Of course, the record ob 
tained is of some value and this mode of opera 
tion, though, not as satisfactory as the type of 
operation illustrated in Figure 1, mayfrequently 
be used to advantage. It will be apparent that 
evenif the anode extends atan angle to, and a 
little beyond, a line intersecting slot 4 and normal 
to the near wall of the cell of Figure 1, the cathode 
is still so located in an electrolytethat a given 
cathode areareceives current through a cross 
sectional area of electrolyte of diiferent magni 
tude than does another equal area on the cathode, 
but the magnitudes may not vary uniformly with 
successive areas selected in a given direction, and 

f there may also be other equal areas which receive 
current through the same cross-sectional area of 
electrolyte. Or, in other words, the current den 
sities may not change in the same sense and in 
a regular manner from one end of the cathode 
to the o'ther._ 

It may sometimes be desired-to obtain a cath 
ode on which the current densities vary in a more 
arithmetical progression than do the current den 
sities on a cathode plated in a cell such as the 
one shown in Figure 1. To- this end, a cell such 
as that shown in Figure 2 may advantageously 
be used. In Figure 2, for instance, there is seen 
a test cell similar to the one shown in Figure 1, 
but in the device of Figure 2, the anode is par 
allel to the cathode. Suitable slots 2 and 3 are 
provided for holding the anode 5, and similar slots 
4 and I3 are provided for holding the cathode. 
Cathodes in a cell such as the one of Figure 2 are 
plated at current'densities which vary in a more 
or less "arithmetical progression. 
The cross-sectional area of electrolyte may, of 

course, be varied in numerous ways, as by placing 
the cathode so that it makes an angle of less 
than ninety degrees with the bottom of the cell 
or with the liquid level. As seen in Figure 3, an 
anode 5 is held by slots 2 
of Figure 1. The cathode 6 is held 'in the cell by 
angular slots l5 and Hi. The record on cathode 
6 will, of course, vary vertically of the cathode 

In similar manner, the 
bottom of the cell may be placed at an angle to 
a verticalv cathode, . v 

In the modi?cations shown in Figures 1, 2, and 
3, the cathodes are shown as held by grooves in 
the cell walls. This is_ a preferred mode of locat 
ing the cathodes as they may rapidly and con 
veniently be inserted and removed. Even though 
the cathode closely ?ts the cell, there is still a 
current leakage around the cathode edges. This 
leakage may be prevented by sealing the cathodes 
in place with a suitable insulating material such 
as para?in. Or, if desired, suitable rubber strips 
may be employed to prevent current losses at the 

garding these current losses. ’ ,. 

The current losses may be offset, as ‘in-Figure 4, 
by the expedient of plating both sides of a cath 
ode under identical conditions. As seen inlFigf 

‘ ure 4, anodes 5 and 18 are positioned in grooves 
2 and 3, and l9'and 20 in the ends of an L-shaped 
‘cell l7. Clips 1 and 2i, and leads 8 and 22 sup 
ply current from a common source to the anodes 
5 and I 8 respectively. A cathode 6 is held be 

More will be said hereinafter re-'" 
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tween groove 4 and a corner of the cell in the 
same angular relation to each side'of the L. In 
use, the current leakage from one side of the 
cathode equals the current leakage from the other 
side, and the cathode electrodeposit shows no evi- _ 
dence of current leakage. , 
While I have ‘shown ?at plate cathodes in the 

above described modi?cation, I may of course 
use various type of cathodes. 

a plurality of metal rods 23 secured at their ends 
to metal strips 24 and 25. 
of the cathode of Figure 1, the cathode of Figure 
5 serves to produce a record similar to that ob 
tained with the plate cathode. However, cath 
odes such as the oneof Figure‘5 have proven none 
too satisfactory because the variation in the na 
ture of the deposit is not so easily seen as with 
a plate cathode, and the current may reach the 
rods by so many paths that the current density 
variation picture is more extended and is quite 
different from that obtained withplate cathodes. 
It will be readily apparent that a single rod could 
be used as a cathode by locating it, as in Figure 1, 
with one end in slot 4 and with the other end in 
the near corner of the cell. Numerous other 
types of cathodes which can be used to accom 
plish the desiderata of my invention will readily 
occur to those skilled in the art. 

It will also be apparent that the cell may be 
constructed of any suitable insulating material. 

; I have found hard-rubber, wood, and glass quite 
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satisfactory, and‘ para?ined cardboard served very 
well in the construction of a small cell which was 
given only a little use. 

Various other modifications which may be 
made" in the use and construction of test cells I 
according to my invention will be discussed here 
inafter. - 

Considering, now, the test plates illustrated in 
Figures 6 thru 11, it is ?rst noted that consider 
able di?iculty was encountered in making a suit 
able graphical representation of the plates. The 
areas are not all clear to the eye, and to distin 
guish them a cathode must be viewed from vari 
ous angles’. It was found that a photostat of the 
test plates shows the areas with remarkable clar- . 
ity, and the figures are drawn from negative 
photostats with reference to the'plates as seen 
by the eye. Similar areas are indicated by simi 
lar types of shading in the several views. 
In Figure 6 there is shown a cathode plated in 

a box similar to the one of Figure 1. The cath 
ode was sealed in the cell with para?in to elimi 
nate current leakage at the cathode edges. The 
cathode .was plated for three minutes at a tem 
perature of 20° C. in a cadmium plating solution 
of the following composition: ' 

Grams per liter 
Cadmium oxide (CdO) __________________ __ 43 

Sodium sulfate (Na2SO4) ________________ __ ,60 

Sodium cyanide (NaCN) ________________ __ 120 

Nickel sulfate (NlSO4-7H2O) _____________ __ > 1 

Sul?te cellulose waste ___________________ __ 10 

The thickness of the cadmium deposit was de 
termined, and the approximate thickness, in mi 
crons, is indicated below the cathode. Consider 
ing the time of deposition and the thickness of the 
cathode at a given point, it is, of course, possible 
to arrive at an approximation of the current 
density by electro-chernical calculation. Of 
course, the cathode e?iciency must be considered, 
but, for most purposes, it is sufficient to assume 
a one-hundred per cent e?iciency. If a more ac 
curate approximation of the current density is 

In Figure 5, for. 
instance, there is shown a cathode consisting ofv 

When used in place - 

2,149,344 
desired, the cathode e?iciencies may be more 
closely approximated by determining the oath 
ode e?lciency at a few widely separated current 
densities. - 

At the right end of the cathode, there is a very 
thin, slightly foggy cadmium deposit. Moving 
to the‘ left, the white fog becomes slightly denser 
until, at a thickness of about 1.6 microns, the 
character of the electrodeposit changes rather 
abruptly, being more heavily fogged and very 
slightly yellowish. This first zone, from a thick 
ness of 1.3 to 1.6 microns, was depositied at cal 
culated current densities of from about 10 to 14 
amperes per square foot. , a ' 

Moving more to the left, the heavily fogged area 
becomes lighter, and fades from a light fog into‘ 
the bright range at a thickness of about 2.5 mi 
crons. ,A ‘thickness of 2.5 microns corresponds, 
roughly, to a current density of 21 amperes per 
square foot. The bright range extends to the left ' 
to a deposit thickness of about 7.2 microns. It is 
noted that the bright range is slightly wider at 
the top of‘the plate than at the bottom. The 
bright current density range extends from about 
21 to 57 amperes per square foot. 
To the left of the bright range, the deposit 

becomes successively more hazy until a deposit 
thickness of about 11.2 microns is reached. This 
point corresponds to a current density of about 85 
amperes per square foot. Moving still more to the 
left, a narrow, white, crystalline deposit is noted 

' which extends to the thickness of 11.9 microns, or I 
to the current density of 93 amperes per square 
foot. To the left of the white area is a grey, 
crystalline deposit which extends to the left end 
of the cathode. The extreme left end of the cath 
ode was plated at a current density in excess of 
aboll't 112 amperes per square foot. 
On a single cathode, then, ‘one sees the charac 

ter of deposit which could be obtained at an in? 
nite number of current densities. The current 
densities range from about 10 to 112 amperes per 
square foot, which is well in excess of any practi 
cal range of current densities. The cathode is 
burned at the high current density end, so no 
higher current density could be used.‘ Practically 
no metal was deposited at the low current density 
end, and lower current densities could not be used 
to advantage. Following the teachings of my 
invention, one obtains, in a single test, an ‘accu 
rate idea of the behavior of a given plating proc 
ess at every practical current density. ' 7 

It is noted that in evaluating baths, the amount 
of current and the angle of the cathode should be 
so selected that the cathode will be burnt at the 
high current density end, and no more than 
slightly plated at the low current density end. 
The cathode of. Figure 7 was plated exactly as 

was the cathode of Figure 6, but the bath was used 
at a temperature of 40° C. instead of 20° C. The 
effect of raising the temperature is instantly ap 
parent. The bright range has shifted to the left, 
and, as shown, it extends from about 6.7 microns 
to 13.3 microns of deposit thickness. Or, in terms 
of current density, the bright range has shifted 
from the location in Figure 6, 21 to 57 amperes per . 
square foot, to the range 54 to 103 amperes per 
square foot. I 

The advantages and simplicity of this'means of 
comparingand studying baths is readily apparent. 
Only two cathodes were required to show the effect 
of a change of temperature, and the effects of sub 
stantially every current density were revealed. 

It is noted that the current density at the ex 
treme left of the cathode of Figure 7 was not great 
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enough to burn the deposit. ' The current density, 
however, was almost great enough, and it was not 
desirable to change the operating conditions when 
comparing the results.) ‘ > 
The cathode shown in Figure 8 was plated under. 

substantially the same conditions as the cathodes 
7 [of Figure '7. However, the cathode was not sealed 

> in place, but was‘sirnp'ly'inserted in“ the cell with 

" 10 

.15 

one end in the slot 4 and with theopposite end in 
the near corner. The'cathodes of, Figures9, 10, 
and'iijl; ‘similarly, were‘ notv sealed around the 
edgesQf . _ " . _ a ' ‘ 

. As has been noted.~above, cathodes which have", 
‘not been'sealed in the cell display'low current 
‘densltye?ects byreasonof current leakage at the /" 
‘plate edges. .The current leakage lowers the-cur 
rent densities at the edges of the plates, with 'a 

I , consequent shiftingof the'deposit 'zon'es. At the, . 
botto'medge of the plate,‘for"instance, the lower 
ing ‘of, the current densities causesaj'shift of the 
deposit ranges I'tothe left. vThe scale of: deposit 
thicknesses in Figures 8, 9, and 10 refer to the 

, thicknesses found along a line parallel to the scale 
and midway of ‘thecathode height. .25 _. 
The cathode of Figure 8 was plated with a bath 

of unknown composition; Abath such as the one 
' mentioned in connection with'the cathode of Fig; ‘ 
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’ ure 6 ‘was supplied’ to'a customerfand, after a 
considerable time, the customer complained that 
the bath no longer. gave ‘bright deposits; A 
sample ofythe customer's bath was examined ac 
cording to the processes of this invention with the 

. result shown in Figure 8. ' 
. Comparison of the cathode of Figure 8 with 
Figure 7 shows that the character-of the bath. 
changed considerably‘ in use. Instead Iof one 
bright range’ extending. from 54 to 103 amperes 
per-square foot, the-cathode of Figure 8 has two 
bright ranges. There is seen a lower range from 
a ‘deposit thicknessof ‘about 1.7 to 2.3 microns, 
and an upper range from 4.1 to 7.8 microns. 
These correspond to current density ranges of 14 
to l9famperes per square foot and 33 to 62 am 
peres per" square foot, ‘respectively. 1 
The cathode of Figure 9 illustrates the results 

obtained with a bath of the following composi 
' tion: , , 

. Cadmium oxide (CdO) __-__grams per liter__ 43 
sodium sulfate‘ (Na2SO4)____“__; ____ "do--- 60 
Sodium cyanide (NaCN) ____________ __do___ 130 
Cobalt sulfate (C0SO4~7H2O) ‘_ _____ __do___ 10 ~ 
Nicotine _____ -s ______ __y__~__drops per liter__ 4 

A "very narrow bright range is seen extending 
' from a deposit thickness of about 3.2 to-.5.1 

~ microns. The bright current density range then 

6.0 

extends from‘ 26 to 40 amperes per. square foot. 
It .isreadily apparent that an experimenter test 
ing this bath by prior art methods would probably 
not ?nd this narrow bright‘range. . ' 

It will be understood that no claim is made 
‘ herein to the use of nicotine as an addition agent, 

' , plays a rather narrow bright range. 

as such subject matter forms no part of the pres 
ent invention. 
The cathode shown in Figure 10 likewise dis 

The cathode 
was‘ plated according to the procedure followed in 
‘preparing the cathode of Figure 6,‘ but a bath of 

I the following composition was used: 

Cadmium oxide (CdO)‘___>->_grams'per liter__.. 43 
. Sodium sulfate (NazSO4)-~_ _________ "do--- 60 

: Sodium cyanide (NQCN)____‘. _______ __do___ 120 
' Nickel sulfate iNiSO4-7H2O) ____ __'____do__‘_ 1 
I Turkey red oil _____ __V _______ _'_cc.' per liter__ ‘ ‘10 

5 
The bright range extends from a deposit thick 

ness of 6.2 to 10.8 microns. .The computed bright 
. current density range, then, is 49 to 84 amperes 
per square foot. , . 

The cathode of Figure 11 was plated with the 
same bath and under the same conditions as was 
the'cathode of Figure 6, except that in this in-_ 
stance there was used a test cell with parallel 
anode'and cathode, as seen in Figure 2. The rec 
ford ‘on the cathode is, in effect, magni?ed. It is 
noted ‘that a cathode plated as was the cathode 
,of Figure 6, except that the anode was rotated 
until it was parallel tovthe cathode, was no dif 
ferentin appearance than the cathode shown in 
figure 6, and no useful purpose would be served 
by a ‘separate illustration. , , 

It will be observed that the thickness of de 
posit is employed as av convenient mode of ex 
pressing the location of a bright range or‘ other 
area. It willbe apparent that if the cathodes had 
been .plated?a longer or shorter time, the deposit 
thicknesses would be greater or, smaller, but, of 
‘course, the areas would not be shifted and the 
current densities would be unchanged. - 
vWhile the cathodes are shown with a straight 

' line at the liquid level, it will‘ be understood that 
there is in fact an uneven, discolored line because 
of the high current density effect ordinarily noted 
at the surfaceof an electrolyte. 

By'reason of a current leakage at the edges of 
5the unsealed cathodes ofFigures 8, 9, 10, and 11, 
the areas tend, as noted above, to curve to the 
left near the bottom of the cathodes. This shift 
to the left indicates, of course, that the deposit 
was made at a somewhat lower current density 
near the bottom of the cathodes. ‘This effect is 
not particularly objectionable in practice, and 
sealing of the cathodes, or equivalent expedients, 
‘are not ordinarily worth the extra time and ef 
fort required. 
To avoid the effects of eddy currents set up in 

. the electrolyte, it is desirable to agitate the elec 
trolyte during the plating operation. Such agi 
tation also causes the deposition to proceed at 
higher current densities because the depletion of 
metal ions, which occurs with quiet solutions, 
will be avoided. The agitation may be accom 
plished in any desired manner as by stirring by 
hand, by'stirring with a motor, or by withdrawing 
a portion of the solution at one point and re 
turning it at another. While agitation is in some 
instances valuable, for most purposes it is un 
necessary. 
The applications and advantages of the proc~ 

esses and apparatus of my invention have been 
partly set forth above. My invention is particu 
larly valuable for the study and evaluation of 
plating processes with particular reference to the 
character of deposits'obtained at any of an in 
finite number of current densities. Addition 
agents. brightening agents, anodes, plating baths 
generally, and other such plating process ma 
terials may quickly be compared and evaluated, 
as may the in?uence of such process factors as 
temperature, condition of work to be plated, and 
the like. ‘Throwing power and other properties 
of plating baths may be investigated according 
tothe teachings of my invention. The relative 
throwing power, or deviation of the metal ratio 
from the primary current ratio, may be estimated, 
for instance, by comparing the deposit thickness 
at any point with that obtained with a solution of 
zero throwing power, such as an acid copper so 
lution. 
'Oneyery convenient use of the processes of 
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my invention is the study of the e?icacy of prepa 
rations intended to be used in treating electrode 
posits, or, conversely, for the study of the effects 
of such preparations on electrodeposits from new 
types of baths, etc. A new bright-dip for cad 
mium, for instance, may be evaluated by dipping 
one cathode in the new dip and comparing with 
an identical cathode treated with a standard 
bright-dip. The'e?ects oi‘ the bright-dips on de 
posits plated at numerous current densities is at 
.once evident. Similarly, av cathode plated in a 
new type of bath may be held by the long edge 
and partially immersed in a standard bright-dip. 
The treated portion can easily be compared with 
the untreated portion to determine the response 
of the deposit to the bright-dip. _ e p 

The above examples have been discussed with 
particular reference to cadmium, but the proc 
esses and apparatus of my invention are obvi 
ously applicable to the electrodeposition of any 
metal or alloy. The electrodeposition of such 
metals'as zinc, tin, nickel, rhenium, copper, and 

, chromium, for instance, has been studied with 

'volume of electrolyte. 

excellent results. The electrodepos'ition of nu 
merous alloys, such as zinc-mercury and cad 
mium~mercury alloys, has also been successfully 
studied. _ 

It will be readily understood that the‘ ‘cell may 
be made in various shapes and designs. The 
boxes of Figures 1 and 3, for instance, could be 
made to conform to the shape of the eifective 

Numerous other forms 
which would hold the cathode in a suitable posi- ’ 
tion and would suitably locate the anode will 
readily occur to those skilled in the art. 

2,149,344 ‘ 

While I have disclosed a number of speci?c 
processes and apparatus, I do not intend to be 
limited thereby, the scope of my invention being 
apparent from the following claims. 

I claim: ' ‘ 

1. In a process of the character described, the 
step comprising passing current thru a con?ned 

, body of a solution of an electrolyte which is con 
?ned on two sides by boundary planes which in 
tersect at an angle less than SOT/and employing 
a cathode which constitutes one of said boundary 
planes the remaining boundary planes being 
constituted of non-conducting material whereby 
different areas on the cathode receive current 
thru different magnitudes of electrolyte solution 
cross-sectional area taken in planes normal to 
the direction of current flow and employing an 
anode located far enough outside of the portion. 
of the body of electrolyte solution which is 
bounded by said two boundary planes that it 
does not interfere with the variation of current' 
at the cathode. 

2. In an apparatus of the character described, 
a rectangular box of non-conducting material for 
holding electrolyte, an anode located at one end 
of the box, and a ?at, vertical, plate cathode lo 
cated in the opposite end of the box vwith one 
vertical edge ‘n a vertical corner of the box and 
extending diagonally from the corner of the box 
to the opposite side, the cathode meeting said 
side at an obtuse angle and meeting the opposite 
side at an acute angle. ‘ 
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